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His debut album has already gone platinum. His YouTube videos have received over 10 million hits.

He's sung for the president of the United States. His screaming fans have stormed TV studios and

shut down shopping malls. Justin Bieber is a global superstar and now, for the first time ever, he's

going to tell all in his very own book. In this book, Justin tells the story of his amazing journey from

small-town schoolboy to global superstar. Stunningly designed and jam packed full of exclusive

unseen photos of Justin on and off stage, plus private captured moments, the awesome story of

Justin's phenomenal rise to superstardom is a must-have for any true fan.
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If you're a fan of Justin Bieber, you probably know there are already other books out there about

him, including unauthorized biographies. This book, however, is designed and written with Bieber's

cooperation and noted as being written "by Justin Bieber." There are some helpful tips about this

book which you should know before you purchase it. If you collect anything and everything related

to Bieber, you'll want to pay close attention to the part about maintaining the book's value.1. First of

all, the book contains exclusive photos and a free poster. But if you don't read the inside cover of

the book (bottom right) carefully...you might spend time looking for that poster inside the book. But it



turns out it is printed behind the cover. If you want to put up the poster, you have to remove the

cover and pin up the poster which is on the back of the cover.2. For those of you who get a FIRST

edition of the book, you should know that removing the cover and pinning it to your wall could

reduce the value of your book as a collectible. But if you don't care about that and want the poster

pasted on a wall, inside a locker, etc....then go for it! Also, maybe it is just the first editions that have

this issue but the front of the cover (the part with the words Justin Bieber on it, in bold purple letters)

does show through to the back... but only if you are looking at it in bright light. It won't be visible

when put on a wall. If you want to have a collectible copy, you might want to buy two books. Leave

the cover on the (hopefully) FIRST edition and pin the poster from the second book on your wall or

wherever you want it. It all depends on how much you want the book to retain its value (assuming

Bieber retains his popularity).
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